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Introduction 

Many organizations struggle with a similar theme: while being successful with the things they do today, 

how should they get organized for doing things tomorrow? How, in a sea of operational excellence, 

can you manage something radical? Large corporations have created venture programs to create 

opportunities for nursing small startup companies alongside large business units. This document 

describes how this can be done, what the options are, in short it addresses the conscious choices that 

need to be made, most of them up-front.  

This is a companion document to the TIM Foundation’s Innovation Management Maturity Model and 

Standard, and its supporting documentation. It explains in overview venturing program options, how to 

organize startups, the advantages, disadvantages and considerations with regards to innovation 

management. 

1. Background and Origins of Venturing Programs 

1.1 Background 

Many organizations, particularly larger ones, have significant trouble innovating. The issue, in simple 

terms, is this: with regards to radical innovation, a successful organization is its own greatest enemy.  

Organizations tend to structure activities and become 

more harnessed about this over time and as they grow. 

Innovation of a more radical nature requires a degree of 

experimentation, improvisation, and disruption, the two 

don’t go together very well. A venturing program is a 

generic name for any method that can be used to 

stimulate innovation, particularly of radical, breakthrough 

types. It facilitates setting up a new startup business from 

within a large corporation, or with the aid of investors. 

These methods are used to stimulate (at the same time 

mitigate and control) risk-taking behavior in particular 

areas of the organization. It stimulates entrepreneurial attitude in larger organizations, by creating an 

entrepreneurial environment (also known as a sandbox or dragon’s den) similar in nature to that of 

Internet startups. A good venturing program also addresses potential impact on existing core 

businesses, and regulates the re-entry of venture initiatives into mainstream operations, or alternatively 

setting them up as an independent entities or divisions alongside the main ones. 

“The issue, in simple terms, 

is this: with regards to 

radical innovation, a 

successful organization is its 

own greatest enemy.” 
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1.2 Origins 

One could argue that use of the internal venturing program method was propagated and advocated by 

influential management thinkers like Hamel and Prahalad since approximately 1998, in the advent of 

Internet business, and had its first growth period in the startup bubble of the late nineties and early 

2000’s. First practical implementations stem from that era and were conducted by early adopters such 

as Royal Dutch Shell™ in its GameChanger™ program. 

At the end of the nineties, driven by a culture of cost-cutting and rationalization, many organizations 

were primarily interested in creating shareholder value. Many did so making use of competitive 

strategies as propagated by Michael Porter. Porter’s 5-Forces Model as it came to be known, even in 

its modified and modernized forms, primarily focuses on maintaining and growing current market 

positions vis-à-vis competing rivals (not developing business in an entirely new setting but in a given 

field of competitive forces). Applications leaned toward avoiding and curbing managerial and 

entrepreneurial risks and protecting existing situations, rather than looking for radically new territory. 

As a side-effect of focus on competitive strategies, much focus (intentionally or not) primarily went 

into achieving operational excellence and thereby incremental innovation at best, which did not make it 

particularly suited to deal with disruptive change. At the time, organizations were focusing on achieving 

financial bottom-line targets only, not on achieving top-line growth and gain better market positions 

with radical concepts. As a consequence, development of 

radically new concepts or technology was at an all-time 

low. At the same time, and running contrary to this 

development, the surge of Internet business demanded 

radical change and rethinking business models. The issue 

was this: why would organizations want to really innovate, 

if their outlook is stable, the market goes up, and if there 

are competitive positions to be lost? Large organizations, 

Hamel, Prahalad and others claimed, had big difficulties 

innovating. They contended that innovation in large 

organizations was hampered by issues like: 

- Over-focusing on financial returns, expressed in static and defective financial metrics such as 

simple NPV that essentially do not reward risk-taking behaviors, which stifled initiative, but 

which simultaneously ignored many (non-financial) risk factors 

- Bureaucracy, static, formal organization cultures, particularly if overly focused on strictly 

financial gains 

- Size matters: ‘If the concept is not big, it is not worth pursuing at all’. If we understand that 

everything that is now ‘big’, actually started ‘small’, how could any promising but tiny project 

actually hope to achieve liftoff? A managerial scope that includes small start-up efforts, allows a 

considerably longer ramp-up period, with slower development cycles than the next quarter, is 

required. 

- Lack of focus on changing customer needs and expectations 

“…why would 

organizations want to 

really innovate, if their 

outlook is stable, the 

market goes up, and if 

there are competitive 

positions to be lost?” 
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- Lack of focus on shifting ‘core competencies’. 

 

If an organization’s policies are driven by shareholder value/returns on investment in an incremental 

innovation mode only, this leads to: 

- Short-cycle investment horizons focusing on profit maximization 

- Cost-cutting attitudes when it comes to marketing and R&D as they do not drive the bottom 
line 

- Ignorance of other stakeholder’s interests, market signals, trends.  

- Lack of customer insight, which may be garnered through hard-won experiments 

- Suppression of radically new initiatives (high-risk, low-gain) 

- Employees that will become risk-averse and internally focused 

- Lack of vision on strategic innovation initiatives, and one’s own corporate identity. 
 

Large organizations, if they pursue such policies for decades, as a consequence could face considerable 

difficulties with generating adequate autonomous growth and renovation. This phenomenon of 

corporate shortsightedness is the umbrella term Steve Denning uses regularly in his articles in Forbes 

Magazine as ‘the dumbest idea in the world’ – shareholder value focus. 

1.3 Early Experiences with Venturing 

In the preparation process of this guideline, TIM Foundation authors have repeatedly spoken with 

former and current managers of Royal Dutch Shell™, where a worldwide internal venturing program 

was applied for the first time in the late nineties. Staff related their experiences first-hand, early 

adopters have experimented with successful outcomes. Still existing today, the GameChanger™ 

program constituted a series of process steps (business decisions) whereby small business ideas were 

developed and nurtured, then grown as a constituent part of a larger portfolio of business concepts 

and where that was applicable, developed into self-contained business units. Its shape was that of an 

internal venture fund, used to fuel internal startups. Investments were granted in stages, in venture 

capitalist-style, as if Shell had a number of angel investors on the inside. When one stage was 

completed successfully, particularly if it had proven to generate customer interest (as an opportunity 

to pursue), the team received additional funding for further development stages of the concept. If a 

project had not proven to be a success, it would be closed, documented and its contents would flow 

back into the reservoir of unused or undeveloped potential concepts. 
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What was really key in the eyes of those who participated at 

the time, was not so much the idea volume it generated 

(essentially, ideas are cheap and many), it was not even 

the money it required, the attributed risk or potential, 

but the people and the execution of the plan itself. Staffing a 

project with key functionaries was crucial: if a project 

was lucky enough to have attracted a real entrepreneur, a 

driver, and the project team was diverse with 

complementary skills, the project was much more likely 

to become successful. Quality and motivation of staff 

members was identified as the major success factor. 

Filling the key roles such as project leaders and key 

project roles was crucial for success. The GameChanger™ program, in hindsight, has been very 

successful. 

As senior manager one of the co-authors of the innovation management maturity model and standard 

has had the privilege of being able to deploy and use a similar venturing program method personally 

and at a very early stage in the early 2000’s. This was within a large publishing corporation, Reed 

Elsevier™ at the onset of the Internet age. It provided deep insight into the dynamics of an early 

venturing program. The teams who were invited to participate in this program went through three 

stages as described below, and projects were initiated and executed. This was, by any standard, a 

remarkable and life-changing experience both for participants, as well as for the management team that 

accompanied them on the road. 

The main outcomes were the following:  

- Viable new opportunities for new 
initiatives were developed 

- A sense of confidence and reliance on 

the organization’s own strengths and 

further knowledge developing new 

competences was generated among 

participants, who felt really inspired 

- A search for insights about e.g. 

orthodoxies and beliefs in one’s own 

organization (most particularly 

orthodoxies and beliefs held by others), 

and 

- A search for insights about what is really new on the outside (for example changing business 

models, changing customer needs) that might be deployed to your own advantage. 

 

“What was really key in the 

eyes of those who 

participated at the time, was 

not so much the idea volume 

it generated … but the 

people and the execution of 

the plan itself.” 
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The success of such programs is not only reliant on the direct outcome of a venturing program but also by 

subsequently embedding the resulting projects in the main organization. However, projects were 

discontinued when they were brought back from headquarters into the divisions 

This highly undesirable side-effect was a prime reason 

for the observant to become immersed in the 

development of the Innovation Management Maturity 

Model and Standard. The fascination that drove this 

was: How could a highly successful company, with such 

highly educated and knowledgeable staff, setting up 

project teams of extremely talented young people, and 

where much money was invested, fail so dramatically in 

floating projects that had seen significant investment, see 

them stumble and fall? It was a riddle wrapped in an 

enigma, but it can be explained. These insights  

constitute the core of this ebook.  

 

1.4 Some Key Lessons 

Some of the key lessons we learned from early adopters of corporate venturing are: 

- Staffing, and particularly the project leader function is 

the key to success. How is it, that often relatively 

little time and effort is spent searching for the 

right person to fulfil this role?  

- Ideas are everywhere, and cheap. Yet a focused 

search for successful concepts is needed to sift 

through the pile. Conscious and structured 

experiments are subsequently needed to test and 

weed out the ones that fail. 

- Even if ideas are common and considered a 
commodity, entrepreneurs in the role of project 

leaders are not only rare, and when they are 

selected, their performance requires nurturing 

and coaching by management. 

- Insights: we don’t know what we don’t know. Insights don’t come naturally, they should be looked 

for, generated, created, blended, molded, shaped, and thrown out if they no longer suffice 

- Senior management support and presence at all stages in the process is a key ingredient. The 

senior management functionaries should act as its main propagator, its driving force, the source 

of energy. Sometimes, senior management can be its sole protector against adversity. 

- Middle management support is decisive too: make venturing part of their formal goal setting 

process is a key success factor. 

“How could a highly 

successful company, …. fail 

so dramatically in floating 

projects that had seen 

significant investment, see 

them stumble and fall?” 

“Staffing, and particularly 

the project leader function is 

the key to success.” 
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- How do you protect startups against the mother division, and the mother against the startup? 

Both are valid questions and require answering. Changing an attitude and a culture in a large 

organization to adopt and support startups is a process of many years. 

- An innovation process by itself is not a goal in itself, but if you don’t have the basic decision- 

making steps and processes right, and if your whole management system is not geared to 

stimulate and facilitate innovation, it is hard to avoid common mistakes and pitfalls. 

- You get what you pay for: literally. The 
management rewards policy should be 

congruent with the overall strategy and 

its innovation components, if they are 

not congruent with innovation goals, 

they will set the organization up for 

failure. This means that the goals of 

responsible managers should be 

congruent with the innovation goals of 

the firm, and not at cross-purposes. 

- Take care to embed nurtured projects 

properly back into the mainstream 

operations, or consciously decide to run 

it alongside as a new business unit, but 

consider this choice up-front from the 

start. 

2. Why Set up an Internal Venturing Program? 

The typical internal venturing program is set up in the following situations: 

- From within an existing organization that has a sizeable asset base, a portfolio of products 

and/or services which may be under threat. 

- Where autonomous growth is a serious issue, and the main organization has not been able to  

deal with that effectively. You need new breakthrough initiatives that are removed from what 

you do today, but fail to do so from the core. 

- The organization may actually have a considerable portfolio of ideas and concepts ‘in the 

works’, but does not know how to profitably exploit these, or de-risk them. 

- The portfolio has not benefited lately from enough radical, breakthrough innovation of an 

adequate degree of variety and distance from the current business. The organization does not 

know (or people are unwilling) to pursue breakthrough paths. 

- You cannot separate Discovery-type activities from a regular innovation process just like that: 

either the regular organization would feel bypassed, and fight it, or it would crush the project 

once it lands in the operational division. 
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Your processes, culture, metrics, tools and methods should all 

enable and support breakthrough innovation and it should be 

part of the innovation management system.  

 

Contrary to instinct, venture initiatives should be governed by an 

innovation management system, be part of such a system from 

the start, and need to be run as a whole.  

The only viable alternative is to set it up entirely as an 

independent firm, and renounce all ties. 

3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

3.1 Advantages - A Venturing Program as an Enabler 

Traditional and more established organizations may be unable (or sometimes even unwilling) to 

consider or actually undergo breakthrough shifts as a consequence of radical, breakaway innovations. 

The venturing program is supposed to be the enabler of such moves, and consequently allows them to 

do so. What corporate venturing may accomplish is the following: 

- Develop non-standard, new ways of doing business that break free from current constraints 

and practices 

- Harness deep thinking about one’s own identity and purpose as a corporation 

- Harness the power of customer insights 

- Deploy methods of building business plans step by step through learning cycles 

- De-risk the chosen approach: if you break down a high-risk project into smaller venturing 

program steps, the accompanying organizational risk in most cases also diminishes 

- Inspire people to give it their best, as participation in such programs can be a prime career 

booster and offers steep learning curves for high potentials. 

- Bring entrepreneurs to the front (or at least evidences lack thereof if none show up) 

- Generate a pool of new knowledge and learning (that requires capturing) 

- May contribute significantly to the bottom line within a few years if properly embedded. 

 

“Contrary to instinct, 

venture initiatives should 

be governed by an 

innovation management 

system, be part of such a 

system from the start…” 
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3.2 Disadvantages 

Not surprisingly, venturing programs do have their drawbacks: 

- Venturing programs may introduce conscious inefficiencies or 

cause regular operations to perceive obstructions/delays or 

even breakdown of service 

- The operational unit can be cannibalized by the venture team’s 

efforts 

- A separate venturing program may separate / create physical 

and mental distance between operational units and the venture 

teams 

- The culture may not accept the new startup and actively fight 
it, leading to political conflicts 

- The startup may develop its own culture which drifts away from the mainstream/accepted one, 

creating discontinuities (which is the opposite of the first item under Advantages). 

4. Execution of an Internal Venturing Program 

Consistent with the Innovation Management System’s operation, an internal venturing program’s 

execution in larger organizations can be facilitated by an innovation manager, but line management is 

responsible for its success. The function of innovation manager bears overall responsibility for the flow 

of projects and their decision-making as conducted in processes that may even be an integral 

innovation management system (set of processes_. The actual decision-making should be done by the 

responsible line managers on one or several committees, depending on the organization’s size. You 

should can refer to an existing Implementation Guideline such as the one from the TIM Foundation’s 

Innovation Management Maturity Model and Standard. This helps organization to make an assessment 

of their current innovation capability, provides guidance and advice, and shape a new innovation 

management system. See section 7 for a short introduction to the innovation maturity model. 

5. Notes on Venturing Programs and the Innovation 
Management System 

Introduction to the Notes 

Most larger organizations will have an established way to conduct innovation management, whether 

that is an harnessed process such as a full-scale innovation management system, or an immature and 

rather sketchy, cobbled-together bundle of processes. This section refers back to the TIM 

Foundation/PDMA’s Innovation Maturity Model and Standard in accordance with its 6 main elements: 

“The operational 

unit can be 

cannibalized by 

the venture team’s 

efforts” 
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Culture, Leadership, Resources, Processes, Monitoring and Measuring, and Improvement (see section 

7: A Management Summary of the Innovation Management Maturity Model). 

5. 1. Notes on Culture 

5.1.1 A Common Team Culture 

It is very common for teams in venturing programs to develop their own sub-culture, language, behavior that 

propagates and stimulates entrepreneurial activity: experimentation, risk-taking, swift decision-making, 

demanding. Subcultures may consciously prevent the initiative from getting bogged down by detractors 

such as a stifling bureaucratic corporate culture, 

engrained behavior, or operating procedures. In and by 

itself, this tendency is both conducive to productivity 

engendering the necessary momentum, and 

unproductive at the organizational level. Conducive in 

the sense, that external pressures and peer pressures 

may stimulate group cohesion, experimentation, 

increase development speed and effectiveness. 

Unproductive in the sense that it may for example 

affect team relations with the rest of the organization 

which may harm new projects unwittingly. 

5.2. Notes on Leadership 

5.2.1 Venturing Program Board in Action 

The mature opportunities for which an 

Opportunity Plan was created are voted on 

for appropriate resourcing, and are put 

through a process of regular development. 

For subsequent funding phases (each for 

discrete amounts of resources), the Venturing 

Program Board will preside which is a 

committee of senior managers who will vote 

on further development efforts. Typically 

there is a Venturing Program Board with 

involvement of the CEO, Strategy function, and Marketing & Sales, and some limited involvement from 

Operations and Finance, and a later stage committee where Operations and Finance do become fully 

engaged but CEO and Strategy are less involved other than at crucial steps in the process or in case of 

serious issues. Significant is, that not in all parts of the process, all senior managers as representatives 

of their functions will be present. 

“It is very common for teams 

in venturing programs to 

develop their own sub-culture, 

language, behavior that 

propagates and stimulates 

entrepreneurial activity.” 
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5.2.2. Internal Advice/Counsel/Mentoring 

Every project that is on a strategic growth trajectory which is essential to the organization’s survival 

deserves the best possible chance for success. Having small, dedicated groups of fitting senior advisors, 

counsels, and mentors that help group participants prepare short but excellent plans, help select 

proper staff for each project, conduct coaching and mentoring to reflect, organize/mobilize resources 

etc. will likely increase the chances for project success dramatically.  

5.3. Notes on Resources 

5.3.1 Human - Team type selection 

A well-prepared and hand-picked team, and put on its feet 

using proper selection criteria, may make a significant 

difference between success and failure. For venturing programs, 

the only suitable types of teams are the heavyweight and 

autonomous (tiger) teams, which are the ones that are used to 

introduce platform products and services, or to build up 

entirely new units, respectively.  

It is highly recommended to consciously deploy modern 

Human Resources methodologies in team and team leader 

selection. 

5.3.2 Bringing the Team Back in the Operations 

Commitment and energy levels in corporate venturing teams can be very high. So high, that it is very 

common to see that as a result of management choices made, team members will have great difficulty 

in returning to ‘normal’ operational duties, folding the project, and handing over their responsibilities 

to the core organization. Many team members and team leaders as a result will leave the organization 

when their venture team assignment is over. This is identified as a risk since a venture team typically 

represents a talent pool whose departure is a loss. At the same time, team participation is often a 

personal rite of passage for the participant, preparing the member for a next step in their career. Being 

part of, or running a team full of high-potentials is often a career boost for those who participated. 

“For venturing programs, 

the only suitable types of 

teams are the 

heavyweight and 

autonomous (tiger) 

teams…” 
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5.4. Notes on Process 

We refer to the TIM Foundation’s Decision-

Making Process Guideline for extensive 

information on process in Discovery stages. It 

has a large section dealing with Discovery (Front 

End) that is very useful in the context of 

corporate venturing. The key issue is the following: 

no venture team will succeed if typical incremental 

innovation processes, tools and methods are applied 

to a venture environment. It will require a separate methodology, which is more cyclical in nature with 

short-cycle development stages. The linear (waterfall) model is often particularly unsuited in early 

development stages. 

5.4.1 The Venturing Program and the Innovation Management System 

It would be considered sub-optimal if existing 

regular product/service development processes 

are completely side-stepped or by-passed, 

unless there are good reasons to do so. It 

would actually be an indication of an incomplete 

and dysfunctional Innovation Management 

System if current processes are entirely ignored 

because a comprehensive Innovation 

Management System would necessarily cater for 

the need of corporate venturing. Taking a 

conscious decision to avoid regular processes actually means there are parallel processes required in your 

Innovation Management System for regular innovation activities and for radical ones, simultaneously. It would 

be far more productive and in line with IMS thinking, to engage regular developers and innovation staff 

and adapt the Innovation Management System to address what is required from within. 

A typical risk is a lack of involvement and commitment from senior management at the beginning, and 

an over-commitment of time and effort towards the end just before launch: meaning that managers 

only step in, when it is already too late in the game: correcting errors is late, time is running out, and 

the development money is already spent. 

5.4.2. Emphasis on Activity Types 

Typical emphasis used in early stages of development: 

 Discovery: emphasis on culling insights from employees, customers, trends analysis. Focus is on 

generating and processing information, on exploring insight. 

‘…no venture team will succeed if 

typical incremental innovation 

processes, tools and methods are 

applied to a venture environment.’ 

‘Taking a conscious decision to avoid 

regular processes actually means there 

are parallel processes required in your 

Innovation Management System for 

regular innovation activities and for 

radical ones, simultaneously.’ 
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 Recombination or clustering: emphasis on processing and recombining these insights into new 

opportunities 

 Repetitive learning cycles: selecting and preparing to execute opportunity plans launching them 

into their first phases of development: it requires a grant of resources to conduct experiments 

and learn. (Build-Test-Learn cycles). 

 

5.4.3. Specific Toolsets Used 

Below you will find a non-exhaustive list of a variety of different tools and methods that could be used 

when running a Venturing Program: 

- Dragon Den events 

- Carrousels 

- Innovation Markets 

- Serious gaming events 

- Speeddating events 

- Diverging toolsets (for expansion of ideas and concepts) 

- Converging toolsets (for clustering of ideas and concepts) 

- Go-see-for-yourself, facthunts, stakeholder safaris 

- Selected Voice of Customer tools for Front-End purposes. 

 

5.4.4 Notes on Deployment and Launch with Venturing Programs 

When deploying and launching, the organization has the following options:  

- The team hands over the developed product/service/process to operational teams, who launch 

it for the core organization; 

- The team deploys and launches the product/service/process as a whole and then transfers it to 

an existing organizational unit; or 

- The team deploys and launches the product/service/process and runs the new initiative as an 
independent entity, a new organizational unit with its own identity, brand, operations etc. 

 

Conscious choices up-front need to be made on this topic as they can impact team performance if such choices 

can be made, and should only be deferred if such decisions are not yet feasible with inputs received. 
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5.5. Notes on Monitoring and Measuring 

A well-chosen small set of monitoring and 

measuring metrics, thought out for keeping 

track of results is advisable, see the Innovation 

Metrics Guideline. This cannot be the standard 

PPM/PLM metrics in use today for regular 

projects which were never intended and 

designed for that use. This class of projects 

should initially use qualitative (preferred) as well 

as basic quantitative measurements to manage 

the overall pipeline and portfolio of projects in 

the venture program. Traditional measuring and monitoring may prove to be quite dysfunctional in case of 

venturing programs.  

Monitoring and measuring should be results-oriented (in other words:  have deliverables/desirable 

outcomes), using non-traditional methods to make sure that projects stay on track, and that the mix of 

projects matches the organization’s ambition. One of 

the most crucial issues for startups is, that they can 

seldom come up with reliable standard corporate 

metrics to go by, which needs to be somehow 

accommodated. So: if you implement a set of 

metrics to gauge venturing programs they are 

entirely different from regular, operational metrics 

and accordingly should be managed differently to 

avoid incidents. 

5.6. Notes on Improvement 

One of the biggest advantages of venture programs is, that this approach actually supercharges the abilities to 

improve the Innovation Management System. The learning cycles referred to under the Process section 

enable an organization to learn much faster and much more directly about the performance of its 

Innovation Management System, than it would otherwise. To use a popular expression, this is 

innovation management ‘on steroids’. 

6. Conclusion 

It may be very rewarding to set up venturing programs because, in itself, radical innovation can be a 

very rewarding pursuit, but they cannot be run like any normal business because of their peculiar nature. 

Take great care to set up a venturing program, and running projects within that program, to specifically 

‘Traditional measuring and 

monitoring may prove to be quite 

dysfunctional in case of venturing 

programs.’ 

‘One of the most crucial issues for 

startups is, that they can seldom 

come up with reliable standard 

corporate metrics to go by.’ 
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cater for the needs of the ventures and the mother organization, is an ingredient to their success 

beyond the early stages. Pay proper attention to the setup of teams, to its organizational setting, to 

metrics, in fact, all aspects as described in the Innovation Management Maturity Model and Standard. 

7. A Management Summary of the Innovation 
Management Standard and Maturity Model 

Why have an innovation management maturity model and standard? 

Any organization, in order to stay alive and relevant, needs to continually adapt itself to its 

environment. Many of those changes are small, some changes and developments are significant and 

radical. This standard describes precisely what it takes for an organization to be truly innovative, to 

make those changes big and small. It helps organizations get better at creating new and different 

services, products and processes and thereby stay relevant. Saving time, cost, and effort. Get smarter 

and better innovating capability improvement. 

What is an innovation maturity model? 

This is a truly international and universal innovation management maturity model, based on a standard. 

It is the first of its kind. Utmost care has been given to make this model available and accessible to all 

organizations, regardless of their nature, purpose and activities.  

The maturity model and standard consists of seven main documents: 

1. The Innovation Management Standard itself 

2. The Assessment Checklist 

3. The Interpretation Guideline, containing assessment notes 

4. A basic Implementation Guideline 
5. Innovation Definitions 

6. Innovation Metrics 

7. The Accreditation and Certification Program (its rule set). 

A whole range of further support documents is available, such as for example a special guideline for 

using this standard in smaller organizations, a guideline for sustainability, a guideline on process, on 

innovation venturing, and many internal tools which help auditors and consultants make innovation 

assessments and provide advice respectively. 

What does the innovation maturity model and standard cover? 

It describes the ideal situation or norm of any organization’s measures to be truly innovative. This is 

done according to three overarching criteria that determine an organization’s innovation capability: 

innovation planning, innovation execution, and innovation deployment. The standard covers six major 

areas: Culture, Leadership, Resources, Processes, Monitoring and Measuring, and Improvement. 
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How does an assessment work? 

With this maturity model and standard, organizations can perform self-assessments. They can also aim 

for higher levels of capability by asking an accredited Certification Partner to rate them against the 3 

dimensions mentioned above, which provides an image of  where improvements could be made, so as 

to be able to continuously improve their capabilities to innovate and increase overall performance. 

Attention has been given to incorporate principles of sustainability. 

Can you innovate with a maturity model and standard? 

Certainly. Although you cannot manage all aspects of innovation, you can facilitate innovation,  give it 

focus and direction, and so manage the facilitation process. It is very different from quality management 

standards, that always use the existing situation and organization as their departure point, and assume 

you can manage everything from within. The Innovation Management Standard is a cooperative 

initiative of the Product Development and Management Association, holder of the Registry, and the 

Total Innovation Management Foundation, which manages the standard on behalf of PDMA. More 

information? Check www.pdma.org for the standards and the maturity model, or 

www.timfoundation.org for more information. 

Contents 

The Innovation Management Maturity Model’s core set consists of the following publications: 

TIM-PD-001-STD Innovation Management Standard 

TIM-PD-002-A Standard Assessment Checklist and TIM-CO-012-MG Maturity Grid TIM-PD-003-GL 

Standard Interpretation Guideline 

TIM-PD-003-GL1 Basic Implementation Guideline 

TIM-PD-004-R Innovation Definitions 

TIM-PD-004-R1 Accreditation and Certification Program 

TIM-PD-004-R2 Innovation Metrics 

Currently approved additional guidelines that have also been adopted by the PDMA and which are now 

released are the following: 

TIM-PD-003-GL2 Sustainability Guideline 

TIM-PD-003-GL3 Supply Chain Innovation Guideline 

Additional publications, guidelines and reference documents are continually under development to 

provide specific knowledge by organization sector and for innovation methods, techniques and tools.  

Currently in draft are the following: 

http://www.pdma.org/
http://www.timfoundation.org/
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TIM-PD-004-R3 Reference Document on Innovation Decision-Making Processes 

TIM-PD-004-R4 Reference Document on Venturing Programs 

TIM-PD-004-R5 Reference Document on Small Organizations 

TIM-PD-004-R6 Reference Document on Planning 

TIM-PD-004-R7 Reference Document on Planning Templates 

TIM-PD-004-R8 Cross-Reference to PDMA Handbook and Toolbooks 

 

All PDMA and TIM Standards and supporting publications are subject to continual user feedback and a 

two-year evaluation and review process, under the supervision of the Total Innovation Management 

Foundation’s Board and the PDMA’s Standards Committee.  

All trademarks and sales marks are the property of their respective owners. Should there be reason to 

bring this issue to our attention, please do so addressed to the TIM Foundation and we will take 

appropriate measures. 

Applicability and Scope 

The Innovation Management Maturity Model and Standard, its guidelines and reference documents are 

applicable to all types of organizations in all sectors, startup or established, for developing an 

Innovation Management System (business, government, non-profits, sports and entertainment, etc.). 

The Innovation Management Standard is applicable to the development of new technologies, products, 

services and processes. Organizations can assess their innovation maturity to the standards 

requirements and systematically adopt the six elements of the standard to develop their own unique 

Innovation Management System. In general, every organization will have to adopt its own selection of 

underlying components. The standard provides the criteria necessary for individual learning, knowledge 

and management of an innovation framework and innovation pipeline and portfolios. Innovation 

objectives and subsequent projects may include creating new or improving existing technologies, 

products, services and processes. Companion documents such as Assessment Checklist, Guidelines 

and Reference Publications are available to support this standard and assist the consultant and the end 

user in developing and implementing an Innovation Management System (IMS).  

Wrapping up 

This TIM Foundation Guidebook publication is part of a series of free Guidebooks on sustainable 

innovation topics. We hope that this document contributes to a better understanding of systemic, 

sustainable innovation management for professionals. We are curious to learn from you as well, so by 

all means, please send your remarks if you like. For more background information and for feedback on 

our program, visit www.timfoundation.org. You may distribute this Guidebook document freely to 

interested parties, provided you recognize its origins and keep it in tact. Thank you! 

 

http://www.timfoundation.org/
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What is the TIM Foundation? 

The Total Innovation Management Foundation is a not-for-profit organization that is devoted to the 

development and maintenance of the Innovation Management Standard. It was adopted by the Product 

Development and Management Association (PDMA) in 2013. Visit www.timfoundation.org or 

www.pdma.org for more information. 

Gert Staal & David Williams 

©TIM Foundation, July 2016 
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